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Abstract. The Montana Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) uses 2 forms of benthic
macroinvertebrate indicators for detection of stream impairment, a multimetric index (MMI) and a
predictive model of observed to expected taxa (O/E), each of which is calibrated to streams across the state.
As part of the routine monitoring program, some sample locations were subjected to repeated sampling, i.e.,
multiple samples were collected from stream reaches in spatial and temporal proximity. Results from
repeated sampling allow calculation of precision estimates, which are important for describing a portion of
the uncertainty (systematic error) associated with field sampling and site assessments. In this project, we
evaluated 131 and 77 repeated-sample pairs for the MMI and O/E, respectively, using 4 different measures
of precision: coefficient of variability (CV), 90% confidence intervals, relative % difference (RPD), and %
difference for the final assessments. MMI and O/E had similar consistency and repeatability. Segregating the
data set and calculations by region or field method yielded generally similar precision estimates for the
indicators, although precision was slightly better in the mountains using the Hess field-sampling method
than in other regions or with other field methods. Evaluation of RPD showed that assessments (impaired/
nonimpaired) on the basis of the MMI differed between samples in 18.3% of repeated-sample pairs and
assessments on the basis of O/E differed between samples for 19.5% of repeated-sample pairs.
Recommended measurement quality objectives were 10 to 15% for CV and 15 to 20% for RPD for both
indicators. Field-sampling precision was the focus of our paper, but we emphasize that detecting the
presence of stressors or degraded conditions is the primary objective of the MDEQ stream condition
indicators.
Key words: data quality, MQO, performance characteristics, multimetric index, RIVPACS, O/E, field
sampling, biological assessment, repeatability.

The Montana Department of Environmental Quality
(MDEQ) recently implemented 2 indicators of stream
biotic conditions on the basis of benthic macroinvertebrate samples collected throughout the state (Jessup
et al. 2006). The indicators model the similarity of
biotic conditions in individual samples to generalized
conditions observed in environmentally similar sites
1
2
3

that are known to have minimal human impacts (i.e.,
reference sites). The multimetric index (MMI) and the
predictive model of observed and expected taxa (O/E)
are used by state water-quality monitoring programs
to assess the degree of human impact on a water body.
The MMI is based on a framework developed for
fishes and is now applied to different biological
assemblages (Karr et al. 1986, Hughes et al. 1998,
Barbour et al. 1999, Hill et al. 2000, 2003). The O/E
model is based on the river invertebrate prediction and
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classification system (RIVPACS; Clarke et al. 1996,
2003, Hawkins et al. 2000, Hawkins 2006).
Benthic macroinvertebrate-based biological assessments have multiple potential sources of variability,
including those arising from field sampling, laboratory
sample processing (sorting, subsampling, and taxonomic identifications), data entry, calculation of
indicator variables, and site assessments (Narf et al.
1984, Diamond et al. 1996, Carter and Resh 2001, Cao
et al. 2003, Clarke and Hering 2006, Clarke et al. 2006,
Flotemersch et al. 2006, Herbst and Silldorf 2006).
Performance characteristics are quantitative or qualitative standards of acceptable data quality for a
method, protocol, data set, or program. They include
factors such as precision, accuracy, bias, representativeness, completeness, and sensitivity (Diamond et al.
1996, Herbst and Silldorf 2006). Other aspects of
performance (sorting/subsampling, taxonomy, and
site assessments) for the data set have been evaluated
elsewhere (BKJ, DLF, T. Laidlaw [US EPA], D.
Stagliano [Montana Natural Heritage Program], and
JBS, unpublished data). Our paper focuses strictly on
precision of field-sampling methods and site assessments on the basis of the Montana MMI and O/E.
Therefore, our estimates of precision are based on
metrics and indices calculated for sites at which
repeated samples were collected.
Sample content varies on the basis of taxon presence
and the number of organisms in each taxon. The
Montana MMI uses several individual metrics to
describe sample content and includes counts or
proportions of selected taxa, proportions of individuals in specific taxa or groups of taxa, the proportion of
organisms in the sample possessing some autecological characteristic, or their relative tolerance to stressor
conditions (Jessup et al. 2006). Values of each
individual metric are placed on a 100-point scale (i.e.,
each metric potentially could receive a value from 0 to
100), and the final MMI is a mean of several metrics.
The MMI also is calibrated on the basis of geographic
regions in Montana (mountains, low valleys, and
plains) and metric and index responses to stressors.
The Montana O/E is based on the presence or absence
of individual taxa and is calculated as the proportion
of taxa observed in a test sample (O) to those expected
to occur in a sample (E), with the latter term defined by
reference samples (Hawkins 2006, Jessup et al. 2006).
Values of O/E range from 0 to 1.5. Calculation of O/E
accounts for geographic region by incorporating
environmental predictor variables in the model.
How closely one sample resembles another sample
collected from the same or adjacent reaches is a direct
measure of repeatability, a form of precision (Narf et al.
1984, Diamond et al. 1996, Zar 1999, Cao et al. 2003).
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Narf et al. (1984) and Stark (1993) used a measure of
precision (detectable difference [DD]) to evaluate the
variability of the Hilsenhoff biotic index and the effect
of different environmental variables on biological
indicator values. Most biological monitoring programs
seek to sample data with: 1) known precision and 2)
precision adequate to detect real differences between
samples. Precision can be used as a statement of
measurement error associated with the entire data set
if stream locations from which repeated samples are
taken are randomly selected. The more similar sample
data are when acquired from repeated samples, the
better the precision and the lower the measurement
error of the entire data set.
The accuracy of indicators and the validity of
impairment thresholds are not affected by normal
variability introduced by field sampling because
indicator values and thresholds are developed during
the calibration process using data for which that
variability is inherent. Stated more simply, if samples
used for indicator calibration meet performance
standards, then direct comparison of the indicator
value to the threshold or sample is valid. However,
precision of the MMI and O/E indicator values are
affected by field sampling, and the extent to which
they are affected can be characterized using data from
repeated samples (i.e., sample pairs) taken in spatial
and temporal proximity. Moreover, each component
metric of the MMI can be characterized with the same
precision statistics used to describe the indicators.
Precision estimates of individual metrics, overall
indices, and final site assessments are useful information for several reasons. Precision estimates: 1) help
determine those metrics most responsive to stressors,
2) provide improved confidence in determining which
metric(s) most influence the overall indicator score for
particular samples, 3) quantify repeatability of field
sampling activities in the context of the indicators, and
4) allow communication of a component of uncertainty
associated with final site condition assessments.
MDEQ is most concerned with the aspects of precision
that improve reliability of the final assessments
because the MMI and O/E are used in programmatic
decisions related to impairment of water bodies. Our
study was focused on the precision of the indicators,
which is dependent on many factors in 2 basic
categories: natural variability and measurement error.
Natural variability of biotic samples is affected by the
physical, chemical, hydrological, and biological characteristics of the stream reach. Measurement error is
the variability introduced by field samplers, sample
processors, taxonomists, data managers, and analysts.
We characterized the variability introduced by field
sampling and based precision statistics on pairs of
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samples collected in spatial and temporal proximity.
We controlled the variability caused by natural
conditions and other sampling and analysis processes
as much as possible through routine quality-control
activities and spatial and temporal stratification of field
sampling and laboratory analyses. Nevertheless, some
of this variability undoubtedly existed in our samples
and had some unmeasured effect on our results.
We addressed 3 primary questions: 1) Field-sampling
precision: If one indicator value is produced for a
sample, how close is that value to expected mean
values? 2) Field-sampling precision: What is the nearness
of indicator values calculated for each sample in a
repeated-sample pair gathered from the same stream
reaches? 3) Site-assessment precision: How often do final
site assessments on the basis of different samples
collected from the same site differ? The purpose of our
paper is to use several quantitative performance
characteristics to present estimates of field-sampling
and site-assessment precision for Montana streamcondition indicators. The techniques and statistics that
we present are transferable to other data sets containing repeated-sample data and the concepts can help
broaden our understanding of repeatability for indicators used by other biological monitoring programs.
Methods
Data reduction
We searched the MDEQ database of benthic macroinvertebrate samples collected from streams throughout Montana to identify replicate samples that were
collected from the same site, on the same day, using
the same sampling protocol. We then extracted the
replicate assessment indicator results from the database and compiled supporting metadata, such as
sampling protocol, model performance criteria, and
site class, for each sample. We filtered the data set to
exclude from further analysis those samples with ,200
organisms, insufficient environmental data, or data
indicating unusual conditions. For the O/E model, we
excluded 108 samples from 54 sites because environmental characteristics of the site differed from any
combination of characteristics used in model calibration (many of the sites lacked delineation of the
drainage area). These filters resulted in 262 samples
from 131 sites for MMI analysis, and 154 samples from
77 sites for O/E analysis. We represented each site
with a single repeated-sample pair. We transferred all
data to a spreadsheet for analysis.
The 131 sites used for MMI analysis spanned most
geographic regions of Montana (Fig. 1), and were
collected using 1 of 4 field-sampling protocols (see
below; Table 1). The MMI is specific to the site class
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(mountains, low valleys, or plains) at the sampling
location. Previous studies have indicated that differences among Montana sampling protocols have
negligible effect on assessment results (BKJ, DLF, T.
Laidlaw, D. Stagliano [Rhithron Associates], and JBS,
unpublished data), but this information is still of
interest. Therefore, we analyzed the data both as a
pooled data set and within subsets defined by site
class and method.
Most samples were obtained with the MDEQ
traveling-kick or Hess field-sampling methods (Table
1). Other sampling methods are not as well represented in the database, and we chose not to report
precision statistics generated from small samplingmethod subsets separately because we considered
them unreliable. Therefore, we treated data from Hess
samples and Surber samples as having been collected
by a single method because they covered similar
substrate areas. We included data from samples
collected using methods of the Science to Achieve
Results (STAR; Hawkins et al. 2003) and the Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP;
Lazorchak et al. 1998, Klemm et al. 2002) large river
methods (Table 1) in our data set. Most sample sets
consisted of 2 replicate samples (1 repeated-sample
pair) per site. However, sample sets collected with
Hess sampler in the Clark Fork project consisted of 4
replicate samples, so we randomly selected 2 of the 4
replicates to include in our data set.
Precision statistics
We measured precision in 2 forms: in the context of
analysis of variance (ANOVA) for computational
convenience and as relative % difference (RPD; Keith
1991, Berger et al. 1996, APHA 2005) to give direct
comparisons of within-site proportional differences.
We set up the ANOVA such that groups were defined
as the sites from which repeated-sample pairs were
collected. We used the mean squared error (MSE) term
from ANOVA as an estimate of within-group variance
(Zar 1999), and estimated standard deviation within
groups as the square root of the MSE (root mean
squared error [RMSE]). The RMSE is lower when
measures are more precise. We used coefficient of
variability (CV) to standardize variability of the data
set to the mean value of the data set (CV ¼ 100[RMSE/
mean]) so that we could compare relative precision
among indicators, metrics, and data sets (Diamond et
al. 1996). We also used information about relative
precision to determine which indices and metrics gave
the most consistent signals and had high relative
consistency in different situations (i.e., different data
subsets).
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Locations of 131 stream sites from which samples were analyzed for field sampling and site-assessment precision.

CI (i.e., the range around the observed value within
which the true mean is likely to fall 90% of the time, or
a 10% probability of type I error [a]). We calculated
CI90 from the RMSE using the equation:

We used confidence intervals (CI) to indicate the
magnitude of separation of 2 indicator values before
the values could be considered different with statistical
significance. We chose a 90% significance level for the

TABLE 1. Description of lotic field-sampling methods used by Montana Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) for all
samples used in our analyses. Sampling protocols were based on US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Science to Achieve
Results (STAR), EPA Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program—Large River (EMAP-LR), or MDEQ methods.
Protocol

Method

Traveling kick Traveling kick: kick for 1 min in a
riffle, diagonally upstream and
across channel; effort
standardized by time
Hess
4–8 samples in riffles, 0.61 m2 total,
composited
STAR
Fast-water substrate within each of
eight 0.09-m2 sampling frames
(real or visualized; 2 in each of 4
different riffles) is disturbed with
hands to a depth of ;10 cm, 0.72
m2 total substrate area,
composited
EMAP-LR
1 kick net sample (0.09 m2) from a
shallow area (,1 m deep) near
the bank of the river at each of
11 transects (multiple habitats),
alternating banks every 2
samples, 0.99 m2 total substrate
area, composited

Gear

Mesh
Subsample size
size (lm) (no. organisms)

Citation

D-frame net

1200

300

MDEQ 2006a

Hess sampler

1000

300

MDEQ 2006a

Surber, Surber-on-a-stick,
or D-frame net

500

300

Hawkins et al. 2003

D-frame net

500

300

Lazorchak et al. 1998,
Klemm et al. 2002
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TABLE 2. Statistics used to estimate precision of field-sampling methods and Montana indicator values (multimetric index [MMI]
and ratio of observed to expected [O/E] taxa) using all available data (All) or partitioned by site class (mountains, low valleys,
plains) or Montana Department of Environmental Quality sampling method (traveling kick [Kick], Hess). Statistics for the US
Environmental Protection Agency Science to Achieve Results and Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program—Large
River are not shown because sample sizes were too small to give meaningful results for these subsets (n ¼ 2 and 3, respectively).
MSE ¼ mean square error, RSME ¼ square root MSE, CV ¼ coefficient of variation, CI90 ¼ 90% confidence interval for 1, 2, or 3
samples, n ¼ number of repeated-sample pairs, n/a ¼ not applicable.
CI90
Indicator

Site class

Method

n

MSE

RMSE

Mean

CV

1

2

3

MMI

All
Mountains
Low valleys
Plains
Mountains
Low valleys
Plains
Mountains
Low valleys
n/a
n/a
n/a

All
All
All
All
Kick
Kick
Kick
Hess
Hess
All
Kick
Hess

131
40
71
20
21
19
15
19
52
77
40
32

23.0
14.4
26.5
28.5
18.8
25.9
30.5
9.6
26.8
0.0126
0.0153
0.0071

4.80
3.80
5.15
5.34
4.33
5.09
5.53
3.10
5.17
0.112
0.124
0.084

54.4
55.6
56.1
46.2
59.1
56.6
40.6
51.8
55.9
0.83
0.91
0.73

8.8
6.8
9.2
11.5
7.3
9.0
13.6
6.0
9.3
13.4
13.6
11.6

7.87
6.23
8.45
8.76
7.11
8.34
9.06
5.09
8.48
0.18
0.20
0.14

5.56
4.41
5.98
6.19
5.03
5.90
6.41
3.60
6.00
0.13
0.14
0.10

4.54
3.60
4.88
5.06
4.10
4.82
5.23
2.94
4.90
0.10
0.12
0.08

O/E

CI90 ¼6ð½RMSE½zaÞ
where za is the z value for 90% confidence (i.e., p ¼
0.10) with degrees of freedom set at ‘. In this analysis
za ¼ 1.64 (appendix 17 in Zar 1999). As the number of
sample repeats increases, CI becomes narrower; we
provide CI that would be associated with 1, 2, and 3
samples per site.
RPD is the proportional difference between 2
measures. We calculated RPD as:


jA  Bj
RPD ¼
100
ðA þ BÞ=2
where A is the metric or index value of the 1st sample
and B is the metric or index value of the 2nd sample
(Keith 1991, Berger et al. 1996, APHA 2005). Lower
RPD values indicate improved precision (as repeatability) over higher values.
We characterized variability of the final site assessment provided by the MMI or O/E on the basis of
whether both samples in a sample pair receive the
same rating (impaired or nonimpaired). If the final
scores given to each sample in a pair fall on different
sides of the decision threshold (in all cases, the 10th
percentile of the reference distribution) then, by
definition, the final ratings will be different. We
quantified site-assessment precision as the proportion
of repeated-sample pairs in which assessments of
impairment or nonimpairment differed between samples, i.e., % disagreement. Site-assessment precision
values potentially range from 0 to 100%, with lower
values indicating greater agreement. We present the

results in tabular form, pooled across the entire data
set and partitioned by site class. We also present the
results graphically by individual repeated-sample
pairs.
The specific value for a measurement quality
objective (MQO) is based on the distribution of values,
in particular the minima and maxima, attained in a
calibration (or pilot) study, such as ours. We selected
MQO subjectively on the basis of our observations of
the ranges of precision estimates. The MQO is a control
point above (or below) which most observed values
fall. Subsequent values exceeding the MQO are not
automatically taken to be unacceptable data points;
rather, such values should receive closer scrutiny to
determine reasons for the exceedence and might
indicate a need for corrective actions.
Results
The CV and CI90 of the MMI calculated across all
site classes and methods were 8.8% and 67.87 index
units, respectively (Table 2). Among the data subsets
that were large enough to analyze, index values were
most precise for samples collected in the mountains
with the Hess sampler (CV, 6.0%; CI90, 65.09 index
units; Table 2). Index values also were very precise for
samples collected in the mountains with the travelingkick method (CV, 7.3; CI90, 67.11 index units). The
most variable index values were obtained from
samples collected in the plains with the traveling-kick
method (CV, 13.6%; CI90, 69.06 index units).
The overall CV and CI90 of O/E calculated across all
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TABLE 3. Statistics used to estimate precision of component metrics of the Montana multimetric index (MMI) using data
partitioned by site class (mountains, low valleys, plains). EPT ¼ Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, Trichoptera taxa, MSE ¼ mean square
error, RSME ¼ square root MSE, CV ¼ coefficient of variation, CI90 ¼ 90% confidence interval for 1, 2, or 3 samples, n ¼ number of
repeated samples.
CI90
Metric

MSE

RMSE

Mean

CV

1

2

3

Mountains (n ¼ 40)
Ephemeroptera taxa
Plecoptera taxa
% EPT
% Noninsects
% Predators
% Burrower taxa
HBI

0.89
0.81
78.45
9.02
28.26
15.45
0.22

0.94
0.90
8.86
3.00
5.32
3.93
0.47

5.25
2.42
47.98
7.30
16.91
28.91
4.27

17.9
37.3
18.5
41.1
31.4
13.6
10.9

1.55
1.48
14.53
4.93
8.72
6.45
0.76

1.10
1.05
10.27
3.49
6.17
4.56
0.54

0.89
0.85
8.39
2.85
5.03
3.72
0.44

Low valleys (n ¼ 71)
% EPT (excluding Hydropsychidae or Baetidae)
% Chironomidae
% Crustacea and Mollusca
Shredder taxa
% Predators

93.87
48.05
15.57
0.38
44.34

9.69
6.93
3.95
0.62
6.66

23.08
20.56
3.20
1.37
13.09

42.0
33.7
123.2
44.9
50.9

15.89
11.37
6.47
1.01
10.92

11.24
8.04
4.57
0.71
7.72

9.17
6.56
3.74
0.58
6.30

1.67
0.42
186.30
1.87
55.74

1.29
0.64
13.65
1.37
7.47

10.30
1.73
46.94
5.44
78.78

12.5
37.3
29.1
25.1
9.5

2.12
1.06
22.38
2.24
12.24

1.50
0.75
15.83
1.58
8.65

1.22
0.61
12.92
1.29
7.07

Plains (n ¼ 20)
EPT taxa
% Tanypodinae
% Orthocladiinae of Chironomidae
Predator taxa
% Filterers–collectors

sampling methods were 13.4% and 60.18 index units,
respectively (Table 2). Data subsets were differentiated
on the basis only of sampling method because site
class was taken into account during calculation of the
indicator. Fewer sample sets were used in analysis of
O/E precision because necessary environmental information was not available for all sites. Among methods,
indicator values for samples collected with the Hess
sampler were more precise (CV, 11.6%; CI90, 60.14
index units) than for samples collected with the
traveling-kick method (CV, 13.6%; CI90, 60.20 index
units).
The CVs for all component metrics of MMIs were
higher than the CVs of the respective MMIs for all site
class data subsets (Table 3). The only exception was a
single metric (% filterers–collectors) in the plains data
subset (Table 3). The most precise metrics (on the basis
of CV) were the HBI (10.9%; mountains), % Chironomidae (33.7%; low valleys), and % filterers–collectors
(9.5%; plains). The least precise metrics (greatest
variability) among site classes were for samples in
the low valleys, where CV for all metrics were .30%.
Metrics with the largest CVs were % noninsects
(41.1%; mountains), % Crustacea and Mollusca
(123.2%; low valleys), and % Tanypodinae (37.3%;
plains).
For the MMI, values for RPD on individual sample

pairs ranged from 0.08 to 49.8% (the mean across all
sampling methods ¼ 10.5% [Table 4]). RPDs typically
were lowest (better repeatability) for samples collected
in the mountains (,;10%), intermediate for samples
collected in the low valleys (;10–11%), and highest for
samples collected in the plains (14–15%). RPDs of O/
Es ranged from 0 to 50 (mean across all sampling
methods ¼ 15.3%; Table 4). O/Es for samples collected
using Hess field-sampling methods were more repeatable (mean RPD ¼ 13.9%) than O/Es for samples
collected using traveling-kick methods (mean RPD ¼
15.9%).
Percent disagreement for assessments on the basis of
the MMI calculated across all site classes and methods
was 18.3% (Table 5, Fig. 2). That is, assessments of both
samples in a repeated-sample pair agreed in 81.7% of
the repeated-sample pairs. The highest % disagreement for assessments on the basis of the MMI for a site
class was 22.5% (mountains). Percent disagreement for
assessments on the basis of the O/E calculated across
all methods was 19.5%, only slightly worse than the
overall MMI (Table 5, Fig. 2).
Discussion
We calculated 3 precision estimates (CV, CI90, RPD)
to describe the variability of the Montana biological
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TABLE 4. Mean relative % difference (RPD) statistic used
to estimate precision (repeatability) of Montana indicator
values (multimetric index [MMI] and ratio of observed to
expected [O/E] taxa) using all available data (All) or
partitioned by site class (mountains, low valleys, plains) or
Montana Department of Environmental Quality sampling
method (traveling kick [Kick], Hess). Statistics for the US
Environmental Protection Agency Science to Achieve Results
and Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program—
Large River methods are not shown because sample sizes
were too small to give meaningful results for these subsets (n
¼ 2 and 3, respectively). n ¼ number of repeated-sample
pairs, n/a ¼ not applicable.
Indicator

Site class

Method

n

RPD

MMI

All
Mountains
Low valleys
Plains
Mountains
Low valleys
Plains
Mountains
Low valleys
n/a
n/a
n/a

All
All
All
All
Kick
Kick
Kick
Hess
Hess
All
Kick
Hess

131
40
71
20
21
19
15
19
52
77
40
32

10.5
8.0
10.9
14.0
10.0
10.5
14.8
5.8
11
15.3
15.9
13.9

O/E

indicators (MMI and O/E). These precision estimates
can be used to: 1) evaluate the differences in indicator
values between and among multiple samples, 2)
document consistency of field sampling and assessments, 3) establish MQOs, and 4) evaluate whether a
field team, data set, or the overall program continues
to meet the MQOs in future sampling and analysis.
The most precise indicator evaluated was the MMI
(Table 2), yet the O/E seemed to be more stable among
the different field-sampling protocols. The types of
precision estimates we calculated have been used to
evaluate other data sets. For example, Narf et al. (1984)
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calculated DD for the HBI in 42 Wisconsin stream
locations and used it in the same way we used CI90 for
the Montana data. RMSE and DD were equivalent to
3.9 and 8.4%, respectively, of the range of HBI values
calculated for the Wisconsin data set (Narf et al. 1984).
RMSE and CI90 were equivalent to 4.7 and 7.6%,
respectively, of the range of HBI values calculated for
the Montana data set. We took the same approach but
extended it to all component metrics and the overall
MMI.
Precision estimates can and should be used to
describe the uncertainty associated with field sampling. However, laboratory processing of benthic
macroinvertebrate samples also affects the quality of
the data obtained from field sampling. The very nature
of sampling and analysis for biological assessments
means that the quality of data obtained from field
sampling cannot be evaluated until sample processing
has been completed. Thus, investigators must recognize the implicit assumption that other factors that
contribute to data quality, such as sorting/subsampling and taxonomy, are acceptable when attributing
variability in indices to field-sampling sources of error
(i.e., that type I and II errors are not related to
laboratory processing error).
Assessments on the basis of samples separated by
space or time would be considered truly different from
each other if the difference between their indicator
values exceeded the CI90. The CI90s for the data set
considered in our study are similar to those arrived at
earlier (Jessup et al. 2006; Table 6). These rates of error
(roughly 1 in 5) should be of little concern as long as
indicator values for samples in repeated-sample pairs
do not fall near the 10th percentile decision threshold
(of the reference distribution) (Fig. 2). However, if
indicator values for repeated samples are close to the
threshold and fall on either side of the threshold, then
other factors should be used to communicate the

TABLE 5. Site-assessment precision matrices showing the number of cases in which assessments (impaired, nonimpaired) based
on the Montana indicator values (multimetric index [MMI] and ratio of observed to expected [O/E] taxa) of individual samples in
repeated-sample pairs agreed (bold font) or disagreed. MMI data were analyzed using all (All) available data or data partitioned by
site class (low valleys, mountains, plains). n ¼ number of repeated-sample pairs.
Indicator
MMI

O/E

Site class
All

n

Assessment

Nonimpaired

Impaired

131

Nonimpaired
Impaired
Nonimpaired
Impaired
Nonimpaired
Impaired
Nonimpaired
Impaired
Nonimpaired
Impaired

70
24
48
12
11
9
11
3
38
15

—
37
—
11
—
20
—
6
—
24

Low valleys

71

Mountains

40

Plains

20

All

77

% disagreement
18.3
16.9
22.5
15.0
19.5
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FIG. 2. Montana multimetric index (MMI) and ratio of observed to expected (O/E) taxa index values calculated for individual
samples within repeated-sample pairs. The end bars of each vertical line indicate the sample scores for each pair. The length of the
vertical bar indicates the degree of dissimilarity between each pair of scores. If no vertical line is visible, the index values were
identical for both samples in the pair. The horizontal line represents the impaired/nonimpaired decision threshold (10th percentile
of reference values). Samples connected by vertical bars that cross the threshold have different impairment assessments. A.—MMI
values for samples collected from sites in the mountains site class. B.—MMI values for samples collected from sites in the low
valleys site class. C.—MMI values for samples collected from sites in the plains site class. D.—O/E values for samples collected at
all sites.

condition of the site following the MDEQ sufficient
credible data/beneficial use determination approach
and macroinvertebrate collection standard operating
procedures (Norton et al. 2002, Suter et al. 2002,
MDEQ 2006a, b).
The purpose of a CI is to enhance comparison of
observed indicator values to other values or decision
thresholds. CIs should never be used to justify
assignment of a value other than the specific observed
value, nor should CIs be used to question the position
of a value relative to a threshold or another point.
Rather, the appropriate use of the CI is expression of
uncertainty associated with an observation. If the CI
contains a threshold of concern, then individual
streams in the data set might be targeted for continued
or more intensive assessments using additional,
ancillary information.
Resource managers might conclude from analyses
such as ours that precision estimates (error rates) are
unacceptably high. The width of the CI associated with
a site could be decreased by collecting additional

replicate samples (Table 3). For example, doubling or
tripling the number of replicate samples can result in
substantial increases in certainty that an observed
value for a site is the true mean for the indicator.
However, improving precision increases costs because
it requires increased field-sampling effort (more
samples or samples that cover more surface area) or
more time in the laboratory (e.g., larger fixed-count
subsamples [.300]).
The variability of the Montana data reported here
and in previous studies (Jessup et al. 2006) should be
TABLE 6. Comparison of 90% confidence intervals (CI90)
for values of the Montana multimetric index (MMI) obtained
in our study and by Jessup et al. (2006) for data pooled by
site class.
Site class

Our study

Jessup et al. (2006)

Mountains
Low valleys
Plains

5.7
7.5
8.5

6.9
8.4
9.6
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TABLE 7. Recommended measurement quality objectives
for field-sampling precision on the basis of coefficient of
variation (CV) and relative % difference (RPD) statistics on
the basis of the Montana indicator values (multimetric index
[MMI] and ratio of observed to expected [O/E] taxa) of
individual samples in repeated-sample pairs. MMI data were
analyzed using all (All) available data or data pooled by site
class (mountains, low valleys, plains).
Model

Site class

CV

RPD

MMI
MMI
MMI
MMI
O/E

All
Mountains
Low valleys
Plains
n/a

10
10
10
15
15

15
15
15
20
20

taken as the precision performance of the MMI and O/
E for field sampling and site assessment. We used our
analyses of variation around the mean (CV) and of
repeatability of field sampling (RPD) to develop
MQOs for the MDEQ (Table 7). Estimates of precision
that exceed these MQOs signal potential problems
with data quality and the need for corrective actions.
Examples of potential corrective actions include
additional training for personnel engaged in sampling
and laboratory activities, field and laboratory audits,
or increased scrutiny of field and laboratory qualitycontrol data. However, the primary goal associated
with use of both Montana stream-condition indicators
is to detect stressors or stressed conditions. Although
consistency and repeatability are critical indicator
characteristics, sustained use of the indicators by
MDEQ is unlikely if they do not contribute to
resource-management decisions.
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